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Preface

With the advent of sophisticated ballistic missile

early warning and tracking systems, the fact that a missile's

trajectory can be measured and predicted allows for a rela-

tively easy high altitude intercept. It has been suggested

that a modification from the original trajectory would

improve vehicle survivability. My goal was to Investigate

this type of maneuver and to limit the numercus available

modifications by an application of optimizatlon for parameters

of interest in the ballistic missile problem.

I would like to thank my advisor, Major Gerald M.

Anderson for his helpful suggestions and constructive

comments for this study. i would also like to acknowledge

Captan1 RichArd M. Potter f r introducing me to the numerical

methods of ballistic trajectory c-alculations. Finally,

I would lk: to recognize my 'wife, Susan, for her Patience,

understanding, and encouragement during this study.
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Abstract

The problem of finding optimal mid-course modifications

of ballistic missile trajectories is investigated. A single

velocity impulse is applied at the point of transfer from

the original orbit to the modified trajectory. This limits

the modified trajectory to one which intersects the original

tralectory, Optimization of a weighted function of transfer

velocity impulse and the time to Impact after the modification

occurs is accomplished. The function can be weighted to

accommodate trade-offs between both components,

The study is divided into two parts. Elliptical orbits

for a non-rotating, atmosphere free earth are investigated,

and then trajectories for an oblate, rotating earth with

atmospheric reentry are examined. For the elliptical orbit

cases, modified and nominal orbits are coplanar. Pre-apogee,

apogee, and post-apogee transfers from the nominal trajectory

to a modified orbit at apogee are co-sidered. It is found

that a pre-apogee transfer from a near circular nominal

trajectory Is advantageous for the defined problem.

A method of computing an optimal transfer from a single

point on a lofted nominal trajectory for nonplanar nominal

and modified trajectories is then presented. An algorithm

is derived where a nominal trajectory to a pseudo target is

calculated, then transfer to a modified trajectory which

impacts the real target is computed. An example problem is

shown and the region of a minimum cost transfer is found.

X I!
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OPTIMAL M'ID-COURSE MODIFICATIONS

OF BALLISTIC MISSILE TRlAJECTORIES

I. INTRODUCTION

Backizround

A long-range ballistic miselle trajectory can be

divided Into three phases, powered flight, free flight,

and reentry. After the initial powered flight ceases, the

entire trajectory of the vehicle, incuding impact point can

be calculated through use of a series of radar measuremm.-ts.

Green (Ref 4s6) comments on the anti-ballistic misslie

intercept problem during the free flight phase: Once the

launch has been detected, early warning and tracking infor-

mation can be supplied to the free flight tracking system of

a defender. This mid-course trackIng system needr to search

only a small space-time zone to acquire the vehicle for trajec-

tory pred-Ition. The long free flight phase is then a

disadvantage to the attacking vehicle because intercept is

easier.

To counteract this prospect of mission failure, it may

be advantageous to make the reentry vehicle ciange course

and target at some time during free flight. However, other

factors, salich as accuracy, additional mass required, cost,

and reliability must be considered. If an acceptible mid-course



modification system is employed, chances of vehicle

survival are increased because the missile is not committed

to a single trajectory after powered flight ends.

Barnaby (Ref 1:18) suggests that this mid-course

modificatlon Is a viable penetration aid for use against

high altitude intercept of anti-ballistic missiles. Addl-

tionaliy, if this maneuver could be masked, for example, by

releasing chaff at the point of trajectory change, all

defensive radar contact might be lost.

In any case, the defender has less time for trajectory

calculation if the vehicle is again acquired by radar. This

reduction in defensive reaction time means that a less

accurate measurement of the trajectory is made and the high

altitude ABM threat may be circumvented.

Problem Statement

The DurpcsA of this study i to invest-gate mid-course

modifications of long-range ballistic missile trajectories.

Optimal orbit chenges are found, where the optimality of

the new orbit is defined in terms of the total velocity

impulse required to change the trajectory, and the warning

time given to the defender after the traJectory is modified.

The ballistic trajectory modification, as a specialized

case of the general orbital transfer problem, can be accom-

plished through any number of thrusts. This investigation

limits the transfer to a single impulsive thrusting manuever,

which in turn, requires that the original and modified

traJectories intersect.

2



Outline

The mid-course modification problem Is developed i.n

two stages. First, the two-dimensional transfer, where

the nominal and modified orbits are ccqlanar, Is examined.

in Chapter II this type or fransfer is defined. The

nininal t.-ajestory parameters are developed In Chapter III.

Chapters IV, V, and VI present three types of coplanar

trajectory modifications, along with the optimum results

for each.

Chapter VII poses the general thre-dlmensional or

nonplanar trajectory change problem. Trajectory modifications

and optimization for this case are presented in Chapter VIII.

Tnis chapter also discusses resuics of the nonplanar modifi-

cation case. Finally, the conclusions and recommendationsI resulting from this study are presented in Chapter IX.

I
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II. PROBLEM DEFINITION - €PL NNA TRAJEMTORIES

In this chapter, the basic foundation for the coplanar

transfer p.oblam Is established. Problem definition includes

the assumptions made to analyre the transfer problem, the

type of nominal trajectory used In this part of the study,

the kinds of orbital transfers considered, and a di3oussion

of optimizaticn pertaining 4o the trajectory modification

problem.

Assumptions

For coplanar nomiral and modified trajectories, a

spherical, non-rotating earth wlth no atmosphere is assumed.

The equations of a conic, specifically, the equation of an

ellipse, then describes the ballistic trajectory. This

Investigation did not inclade transfer to paxrabollc and

hyperbolio trajectories since large velocity Impulses are

needed to establish these typas of orbits.

Earth eanonical units are used in the analytic

expressions describing distance, time, and velocity. These

units are defined by Bate (Ref 2t429):

distance unit 1 DU = 20925?40 ft

time unit I TU = 806.8136 sec

speed unit I DU/T = 25936.28 ft/seo

gravitational parameter I DUJ3/TJ2 - I.407654x1016 ft3see2 .

Target location and missile altitude at burnout are

two basic parameters in the calculations. The target range



is assumed to be a typical ICBM range of 6000 n. ml. Burnout

Is assumed to occur at .05 DU altitude.

These initial assumptions can be used to solve the

tran-fer problem In closed form, If the correct nominal

trajectory i- employed.

Nominal TrajectorZ. Definition

There Fe three different types of ballistic missile

trajectories, the low, the high or lofted, and the maximum

range trajectory. Both the lofted and the low trajectory

can reach a target with the same initial conditions of veloc-

ity and altitude at burnout. The distinguishing factor Is

the direction of the velocity vector at burnout.

The low ballistic trajectory is characterized by its

smaller apogee. This type of orbit has the advantage of

reaching a target quickly, since less total distance along

the trajectory is covereds however, this type of trajectory

is not generally useful for ballistic missiles since the

vehicle may encounter the aZrmosphere too quickly. Even though

this s.ction does not consider atmospheric reentry, the low

trajectory Is not used since it Is not a realistic situation

for ballistic missiles.

The lofted trajectory Is produced by having a higher

elevation of the velocity vector at burnout. This path

has the advantage of being less susceptible to Initial errors

at burnout. Since this trajectory has a higher apogee, more

distance is covered than for a low trajectory to the same target.

5



As would be expected, the time of flight is longer for this

case. Because the final accuracy is better, this type of

trajectory is routinely employed for ballistic missiles. The

lofted nominal trajectory is used for the second part of this

study and is discussed further In Chapter "II.I

The third type of trajectory, the one for maximum range,

Is the lowest energy orbit needed to reach the target. For

given Initial burnout conditions there Is usually a high and

low trajectory to a given target range, but there Is one target

range where only one path to the target exists. This is the

maximum range trajectory.

Maximum range trajectories exist only for target ranges

below 180 For a range of 1800, the maximum range trajectory

Is a circular orbit If burnout occurs above the earth's sur-

face. The vehicle will not impact on the earth's surface for

this range. If burnout occurs at sea level, this trajectory

Is a path along the surface of the earth and cannot be used.

If the maximum range trajectory is assumed symmetrical,

.e,, burnout and reentry points are at equal altitudes, then

the free flight portion of the orbit can be completely spec-

ifMod by the free flight range, or the range angle subtended

at the earth's center, and the burnout altitude.

Because this maximum range trajectory gives the most

range for an Initial velocity, and since it can be analyt-

Ically expressed by two parameters, it Is selected for use

as a nominal trajectory in the coplanar t" insfer problem.

Nominal maximum range trajectory parameters are developed

In Chapter III.

6



Choice of Modified Orbits

In addition to defining the nominal trajectory, the

modified orbit which connects a trai,"fer point on the nominal

to a target is required. A general transfer at any point In

the nominal trajectory includes all types of modified orbits.

in this study. Transfer to the apogee of a modified orbit Is

a logical choice since the velocity magnitude at apogee is the

I lowest for the modified tbrajectovy. The type of modified

trajectories studied are as followss.

1. Transfer from a nominal trajectory at apogee to a

new orbit which also has Its apogee at the transfer point.

2. Pre-apogee transfer from a nosinal trajectory to

a new orbit which has its apogee at the transfer point.

3, Post-apogee transfer from a nominal trajectory

to a new orbit which has Its apogee at the transfer point.

These coplanar transfers are developed In Chapter IV9

V. and VI respectively. The equations of an ellipse are used

and aU- orbital parameters are found analytically.

Trajectory Optimization

A number of modified orbits satisfy the problem of

ImpotIng upon a target from some point In the nominal tra-

jectory. In order to relate the iaerl.ts of one Ic-rijectory to

those of another, a cest function must be defined.

The fastors conslidered in the cost function formulation

are the Impulse required to transfer to the modified orbit

7



F --

and the reaction time given to a def irder after this change

is made. It is assumed that the booster is capable of

imparting velocity needed to establish the nominal trajectory

so this is not consilered in the cost.

The Impulse required to transfer from the nominal to

the modified trajectory is directly related to the amount

of propellant used by the propulsion system. The transfer

Impulse is defined at the point of transfer as the magnitude

of the difference between the two different trajectory

velocities s

i Vm Vn

where V3 is the velocity on the modified orbit at the

transfer point and Vn Is the velooicy on the nominal trajec-

tory at the transfer point.

Reaction time Is included in the cost formulation since

vehicle survivability is related to the amount of warning

given to the defender. But since both time and AV are

included in the cost formulation, some type of relation

between the two components must be considered.

To produce this relationship, a weighting factor on

reaction time is introduced. For high values of this factor,

the reaction time contributes most to the cost. Low values

of the factor allow transfer AV to dominate. The cost function

is then defined as

8
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NV T

jr A'' WT 2

where AV Is the transfer impulse

W is the weighting factor

Tis the reaction time.

The teaturs of Including W in the cost function allows

a trajectory designer to apply the optimization to different
_-a id-eourse propulsion syetems. The effect of varying W was

examlned and the value of .15 was selected since this gave

optlmum transfers in a realistic range of transfer AV. The

traJeotorles which produce the lowest values of this cost

function are t he desired soplu' ions to the defined problem.

iI

I
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III *MAXIMUM RANGE NOMINAL TRAJECTORY CALCULATION

Nominal Orbit Parameters

If a maximum range trajectory is assumed to be

symmetrical, i.e., burnout and reentry occur at the same

altitude, the magnitude of the radius vector at burnout,

rbo, and the free flight range angle, %n, describe all elements

of the two-dimensional trajectory. This nominal trajectory

is shown in fig. 1. It should be noted that ;tn is the angle

-etween the burnout and reentry radii.

The flight path angle which relates local horizontal

to the local velocity vector is defined for the raximum range

trajectory (Ref 2t292) as

Tn(3)
4

where 8bo is the flight path angle

il' is tne nominal free flight range angle.

The nominal orbit eccentricity can be derived from

e- (1 (4)

where en Is the nominal orbit eccentricity

Is the specific mechanical energ of the orbit

h is the specific angular momentum of the orbit

p is the earth gravitational parameter.



I135

Fig. 1. T1he Mxim'z Range Isom~rai Trxajectory



Specific mechanical energy, constant fo-. the orbit9

is found from the relation

2Vb (5)
2 ro

where Vbo Is the burnout velocity.

The specific angular momentum, also constant for the

nominal trajeotor., can be found at burnouts

hr boV bo Co bo (6)

Equations (5) and (6) require the value of Vbo
rthich can be found from the nondimensional orbital

parameterr Qbo, defined by Bate (Ref 2s280):

Qb-V2 r /4(7
bo bo bo(7

This parameter Is the squared ratio of the velocity of

the vehicle to circular orbital velocity at the burnout

Point. For a maximum range trajectory (Ref 2:293)

0 bo 2 Sn (r/2)(8

1+Sifl(-ir/2)

12



By substituting eqs (5), (6), and (7) into eq (4),

the following expression for nominal orbit eccentricity

results:

en= 1 +(Q bo- 2) 0 bocos 2 bo"J(9)

Thio can be simplified to a function of Pn and ')bo by

substituting eq (8) into eq (9)s

~1/2
eS n('- </2)Cos2 b (10)

n e + SinC({Zn2)] 2

Nominal Time of Free Fl'ght Calculation

Time of flight on the elliptical orbit Is found through

use of the Kepler time of flight calculatics (Ref 2:185). The

true anomaly at burnout for the maximum range trajectory is

i Ub~o= r 2 )11)

where v is the true anomaly at burnout.

Once knowing vbo, the eccentric anomaly, Ebo, may be found:

Eb=COs4 (en+Cosvb° (12)
.i+ enCos v'bo

13



The nominal orbit semi-major axis, an, is found through

use of eqs (5), (7), and (8) substituted Into

(13)
2an

This yields the desi'ed result for an t

= rbo[1+Sin(n/2)1 (14)
2

Since an and Ebo are known, the nominal trajectory free

flight time can be found. Because the orbit is assumed to be

symmetrical, the total time of flight, Tff, is twice the time

from burnout to apogee) and by inspection of fig. 1, the

eccentric anomaly at apogee is 7r. Then

T = 2 a 3 2 (- -E e Sin E ) (15)ffn o n b

It has been shown that all necessary parameters for

the nominal maximum range trajectory can be found as

functions of the burnout radius, rbo, and the free flight

range angle, Wn.

14



IV. APOGEE TO APOGEE TRlANSFERS2

The first case sonsidered Is the transfer from a nominal

orbit at apogee to a new orbit also at apogee. This type of

transfer Is depicted in fig. 2~, Since the Es.pcgee radius of

the notinal trajectory defines the transfer point and the

equations of an ellipse are employed, the transfer is only a

function of the desired final range ang~le and the eccentricity

of the modified orbit.

The required modified range angle em~ployed Ina all analytic

examples Is 1000 equivalent to 6000 nautical miles on a

spherical earth surface. T"he nominal orbit used is defined

in Chapter III.

Modified Orbit Parameters~

The semi-major axis of the modified orbit is defined by

am= zr/(+ e (16)

where am Is the modified orbit semi-tz-ajor axis

Ta Is the nominal orbit apogee radius

aIn the modifted orbit eccentricity,

Through the uae of the equation of a conic

a(i-e 2 ) (7
1 +e Cos v'

15
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any true anomaly, P, can be found in terms of r, a, and e.

It is necessary to find the true anomaly at the point where

the modified orbit impacts the earth in order to obtain Um,#

the final range angle resulting from the orbit modification. .

Using eq (17) and solving for the true anomaly at the

target, vt

am(i er,) }(18)Z Cos -  1--1

where rt is the radius at the target location. It must be

noted that vt lies between 7rand 27r.

For impact at the target on he spherical earth, the

value of rt is 1 DU. Then

IV C (19)

The final range angle is calculated once the values of

true anomaly at the burnout and impact points are known. 'The

range angle traversed on the nominal trajectory is from burn-

out to apogee or 7-- V bo The range angle traversed on the

modified orbit is the angular difference between apogee and

impact, vt-7r. Combining these two ranges, the resulting range

angle, z is

17
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++ m = t -bo (20)

Cost Function Parameters

The two parameters required to define a cost for each

transfer are found analytically. Time of flight calculations

are done using the Kepler time of flight equations (Ref 2z186).

Time of flight on the nominal trajectory Is one-half the

nominal time of flight derived In Chapter Ills

32°
Tf12= a (rE-bo+enSinEbo) (21)

where Tf12 is the time of flight from burnout to nominalI- orbit apogee (TJ).

To find the time of flight from apogee to impact, or

the reaction time, It is first necessary to find the eccentric

anomaly at impact, Ets

Et = Cos 1 ( eCO s  t (22)

Et also lles between rand 27.

18
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Now, the reaction time can be foundt

Tr - a 3 / 2 (Etem Sin E t-r) (23)

where Tr is the reaction time.rA
To find the velocity impulse at transfer, the apogee

velocities of both orbits are calculated and the difference

computed. A perifocal coordinate system, illustrated in

fig. 2, with Y in the direction from the orbit focus to

perigee, and Q perpendicular to P in the direction of travel

on the orbit, is defined.

Velocities in the perifocal frame at any point can be

found, once orbit parameters are known (Ref 2:73):

V [1 -/ 2  -SinVj5*(Cosv+e)b1 (24)r( + eCos

At apogee, v=n- which means that Vp= 0. Velocity in the

direction is then

_-_ (25)
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The AV required at apogee can then be calculated,

A:AVJV -v I1 em/2, (I-- en)/ 2  (26)F qm qn-
aI

Since AV and Tr are known, a cost may be found for each

nominal trajectory and its corresponding sclution.

Method of Solution

For the apogee to apogee transfer case, it is desired to

find a modified orbit eccentricity which, for a given nominal

trajectory, hits a specified range angle, 4/r. The method of

solution involves one function of the variable em. The

function is tho- "hit" eauation, F:

F -= -- - r(27)

When F=0, the modified orbit impacts at the required target

range, krr. Finding the sclution to eq (27) involves an

iteration on em. A general parpose algorithm, presented

by Powell (Ref 7), solves a system of nonlinear equations.

This method is used for the iteration on e and other

Iterative formulations derived in this investigation. A

further disussion of Powell's algorithm and its use is

found in Appeidix B.

20



For a given nominal trajectory, only one solution of

eq (27) exists in this type of transfer.* A series of

solutions is generated by varying Vn, and a cost function

is formed from the set of solutions. The computer program

used for this is listed as Program 1 in Appendix C.

Since the cost function is bounded - the lower limit

is zero and the upper limit is within the parabolic modified

orbit limitation - a minimum cost exists. For a minimum cost

solution, an associated nominal trajectory can be found. This

nominal trajectory is then used as the initial targeting

information for the optimal apogee to apogee transfe- io

the minimum cost solution must be found to define the nominal

trajectory necessary for an optimal apogee to apogee transfer.

For the problem formulated, an interior minimum is

exhibited. The minimum cost value and the associated nominal

trajectory can be found by considering a constrained

opt.mization problem. The cost function, eq (2), is augmented

with the constraint that the hit equation be solved;

2 2rm r

where A is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the hit

condition.

The other coplanar transfers considered have an infinite
number of solutions for each nominal trajectory.
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The minimum of eq (28) is found by solving the first

order necessary conditions of a minimum. Three variables,

em, n and X are used in the following equations to find I
the minimum point:

I

M A A= AV 6Tr -WT (29)
6 n O=n -Vn W r)( n

0=AV 6V +WTr oe e

-eT r *AV (30)

6em em Fe 6m

(A n (31)

To solve eqs (29), (30), and (31), the Partial derivatives of

J with respect to irn and e,. are required. These derivatives

are calculated through use of a first difference scheme

(Ref 3:217). It was found that regulating the initial

perturbations so that first differences are on the order of

-8
10 allows an accurate minimum point tc be calculated.

This small first difference is well within the 15 signifI!Cant

digit capability of the computer used.

The first order necessary conditions of a minimum were

prograed and solved for this case. A listing of the

computer program is found as Program 2 in Appendix C.
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Results and Analysis

For a target range of 1000, solutions for transfer

from nominal range angles between 700 and 1800 are found,

using Program 1. An interior minimum in the cost functionIs exhibited, and the minimum point is found by employing

Program 2.

Figure 3 shows the resulting cost function for a

weighting factor of .15. Figures 4 and 5 depict the

reaction time and velocity which produce the cost function.

A minimum cost tranrfer for the apogee to apogee

transfer case occurs for a nominal range angle of 145.850.

Since the altitude at burnout is assumed to be .05 DU, this

nominal range angle is sufficient to define all initial

burnout parameters of the nominal trajectory. The optimal

apogee to apogee trajectory modfifcation Is then produced

from this initial trajectory.

The behavior of the cost function for this case can

be explained by analyzing figs. 4 and 5. As nominal range

increases, a larger modified orbit eccentricity is required

in order to hit the target range. The higher cccentric

orbits cause a reduction in reaction time, as seen in

fig. 4. This effect Is shown in eq (23).

Because transfer to a higher eccentric orbit is

required for long nominal range angles, the velocity needed

to transfer to the modified orbit increases. This is shown

in fig. 5.
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V. PRE-APOGEE TO APOGEE TRANS?'ERS

The second ease considered Is the pre'-apogee transfer

from a nominal orbit to apogee on the new orbit. A limiting

case of this particular transfer is the apogee to apogee

transfer described izi Chapter IV,. The~ fact that transfer may

be accomplished prior to nominal apogee introduces an added

degree of freedom from the first case. Three parame-ters

are now require4 to define the modified orbit. They are the

modified orbit eccentricity, em, the radius at transfer, 2

and the desired final range angle, U1fm* The pre-apogee traisf erI is shown In fig. 6.
This transfer problem Is very similar to the first case

consldcred. The only differenzes arise In the definition of

the transfer point, calculation of the modified range angle,I

and finding the transfer AV. The nominal orbit is the maximum

range trajectory described In Chapter III,

Modified Orbit Parameters

The orbital parameters for this case are those found

in Chapter IV, with the following exceptions. Definition

of the transfer point on the nominal trajectory involves the A

calculation o~' a true anomaly at trsnsfer, P2 . Because the

radius at transfer, r 2 , is variable, 'the true anomaly at

transfer can be found from eq '17):
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/2 =Cs-1  [an(1-en ) (32)
n r2

Since this case considers pre-apogee transfers, v2 lies

between 0 and 7r. The variable rZ Is the apogee of the

modified orbit.

The range angle traversed on the nominal trajectory is

from burnout to transfer, or V2-Vbo. On the modified orbit,

the traversed angls Is from apogee to impact, or v-7r. The

resulting range angle, V/m' is

'm - 2 Vbo /t -' (33)

I Cost Function Parameters

I Time of flight calculations are a- in Chapter IV. An

eccentric anomaly at tranEJfer is defined by using the value

I of "2 8

E2=Cos-1 (enCO 2) (34)
,le n~ '2
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Since pre-apogee transfers are considered, E2 also lies

between 0 and 7.

Using this result, the time of flight on the nominal

trajectory is found from the Kepler time of flight equations

3/2Tf12 -Tf (E2-enSinE 2 -EbenSinEbo) (35

where Tfl 2 is the time of flight from burnout to trajectory

modification. Reaction time, Tr, Is found from eq (23).

The transfer AV calculations are different from those in

Chapter IV. Figure 6 shows that the direction to perigee is

different for the modified orbit. A modified orbit perifocal

reference frame is defined in order to calculate velocities

from eq (24). Velocities on the nominal orbit are found directly

from eq (24) in the nominal perifocal reference frame. The

relation between the nominal and modified perifocal frames is

F 1V$ -FCOS 12  S n L12  Vp]rp (36)IV V ~~-Sin V2 -COS V2  Vqm

as found from the true anomaly at transfer, V2. and the

geometry of the reference frames. From this relation, the

modified orbit velocities, and Vqm can be written in

nominal perifocal frame as Vp, and Vq, for direct comparison

with the velocities of the nominal trajectory.
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prom eq (24) the velor-Ity components on the nominal

orbit at traniefer are

-SnV (37)
S[r2('1.e CSInC

e + COS 12(8
q [F(+~ov)]112

where VP and Vare t .e velocities In the nominal perifocal

faeBecause transfer to the modified orbit occurs at apogee,

velocity In the modified Pdirection is zero, Vpm 0, But

Vqm= (14m) (39)

as before. The radius at transfer, r2, is the apogee radius

of the new orbit.

When the modified orbit velocity is transformed to the

nominal perifocal frame by eq (36), the transfer AV Is found

for each nominal peritocal directions

AVP=V-V Si nV Vm -Vp (40)
P , p 2 p
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:- - ,- =-Cos I/ (41)

- -

By combIning the two differences, the total AV 18 found:

AV=I~m~VIV' 2A ~ V2 1/242p q)(2

Now, since AV and Tr are defined, a cost may be found

for each nominal trajectory and its corresponding solutions.

Method of Solution

For the pre-apogee to apogee transfer, r2 may vary

between the burnout and apogee radii of each nominal

trajectory. An infinite number of modified orbits which

hit a required final range angle exist for a single nominal

trajectory. The solution of this transfer problem must

find the optimal transfer for a given nominal trajectory.

The method of finding this optimal transfer uses two

sbeps. First, the values of r2 and 'n are fixed, and a

trajectory which connects the transfer point and the target

Is computed. For a constant 'Pn, a series of solutions is

found by allowing r2 to vary between burnout and apogee.

A set of cost values is then calculated. These cost values

are sorted to find the lowest value of cost and the value

af r2 for which it occurs. This solution then represents

the region of a minimum cost pre-apogee to apogee transfer

32
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from a given nominal trajectory, Likewise, --ther transfers

are found by calculating solutions for different nominal

range angles. The resilt of this computation is a set of

near-optimum pre-apc.K- to apogee transfers which vary with

nominal trajectory. Pe.gr-am 3 of Appendix C is wrItten to

accomplish this first step of the solution.

The region of a minimum cost transfer is predicted from

the first step. Now, the actual minimum c zst trans'er for

a single nominal trajectory is found by solving the first

order necessary conditions of a minimum. The initial estimates

for the iterative solution are obtained from the first step.

As before, the augmented cost function, eq (23), is

'formed. The variables in this problem are em, r2 , arid X. The

first order necessary conditions are

_V. W -4W (43)
6e 6 e 6 e o Xre

mern e m rn 6 e

. 0 =AV VWTr m (44)
6rr 2  r 2  r 2  8r 2

-6J_ 0 (45)

The partial derivatives of J are found as discussed in
iiChapter I1V. Equations (41), (44), and (45) are solved by

an iteiation on em , r2 , and X. In this way, the optimum

33
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pre-apogee to apogee transfer for a given nominal range

angle is found. A series of solutions, where in is alloweC

to vary, then produces the cost function. Program 4 of

Appendix C is written to complete this second step.

Results and Analysis

For a target range of 1000. the minimum cost solutions

were found with nominal range angles varying between 700

and 1800. A weighting factor of .i5 was employed in these

calculations. Results are illustrated in figs. 7 through 10.

As shown by fig. 7, the cost function, In this case,

decreases up to the maximum nominal range boundary. Figure

8 shows that up to a certain nominal range angle (approximately

1380), the optimum transfer point is the ncminal trajectory

apogee. Beyond this range angle, the optimum transfer point

in the nominal trajectory moves toward burnout.

The change in the cost function, as compared to the first

case, is due mostly to the different behavior in the transfer

AV. Figures 9 and 10 show that as nominal range increases,

the reaction time remains a generally decreasing function, but

the AV differs from the first case. At the point where apogee

to apogee transfers become non-optimal, the AV begins to

decrease. Up to this point, AV is an increasing function.

This beha-ior accounts for the decreasing trend in the cost

function Rt the larger nominal range angles.

The initial decrease of AV shown in fig. 10 is due to

the fact that the magnitude of AV is calculated. The
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Vm-Vn vs. range plot of the apogee to apogee transfer case,

(fig. 5) shows that the AV for the lower range angles is

applied in the direction opposite to vehicle motion;

however, fig. 10 shows velocity magnitude only.

The decrease in LV at the larger nominal range angles

Is explained by intuitive Insight Into this transfer problem.

For tn >1P a relatively high eccentricity of the modified orbit

is required for apogee to apogee transfers, If transfer

is done prior to the nominal orbit apogee, a lower eccentricity,

i.e., a smaller orbit change, is adequate enough to hit the

required final range. These facts explain the behavior of this

transfer case.

The cost function found for pre-apogee transfers at

higher nominal range angles points out a significant advantage

In fractional orbital ballistic systems (FOBS). The vehicle

Is launched into a low, near circular orbit, Before com-

pletion of the orbit, a retro rocket slows down the vehicle,

causing It to drop on the target. Barnaby (Ref 1:20) discusses

this type of system and its basic advatage is that the low

orbit remains undetected by ground radar until the range to

the target Is approximately 1400 km.
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VI. POST-APOGEE TO APOGEE TRANSFERS

The third case considered is the post-apogee transfer

from a nominal orbit to apogee on the new orbit. Once again,

a limiting case of this transfer is the apogee to apogee

transfer described in Chapter IV.

This transfei, problem is essentially the same as th -

problem of Chapter V9 with the exception that the true anomaly

at transfer is after nominal apogee. This transfer is

illustrated in fig. 11.

Modified Orbit and Cost Function Parameters

All parameters for thIs case are the same except those

of true anomaly and eccentric &nomaly at transfer. Equations

(32) and (>4) are employed, but it is noted that both P2

anC E2 lie between 7 and 27.

Method of Solution

The method of computing an optimum cost for each nominal

trajectory is as discussed in Chapter V. Both Prograr. 3 and

Program 4 of Appendix B are used to find optimum solutions.

Results and Analysis

The cost function found for this transfer case is

depicted in fig. 12. Figure 13 shows that for the post-

apogee to apogee transfer, the optimum transfer point occurs

7,fter nominal apogee for the lower nominal range angles,

As range inci.eases, he optimum transfer point moves first
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toward the target, then back to apogee, with apogee being the

optimum transfer point for large nominal ranges.

Because this is a post-apogee to apogee transfer, the

reaction time would be expected to be lower than the first

two cases. The reaction time is shorter than for the other

two cases, but fig. 14 shows that the reaction time increases

up to the point where apogee to apogee transfers become

optimal. At this nominal range angle, the reaction time starts

decreasing.

Figure 15 shows that the transfer AV initially decreases,

up to the apogee to apogee transfer point. Beyond this

nominal range angle, AV increases with nominal range.

These results can also be intuitively eXplained. As

would be erpected, the post-apogee to apogee transfers

require a higher eccentricity In order to hbt the target

range. This Implien 'hat a higher LV than the pre-apogee

case is needed° The magnitude of AV is higher as ex:pected,

but this higher impulse requirement is offset by a decrease

ib reaction time. The trade-offs between each cost component

as determined by the weighting factor, produce the point at

which transition from post-apogee transfers to apogee

transfers becomes optimal. The weighting factor a).soIIproduces the behr;7icr exhibited by the true aniomaly at

transfer in fig. 13.
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VII. PROBLEM DEFINITION - THREE DIMENSIONAL TRANSFERS

Several closed form mid-course transfers have been

examined in the preceeding sections to establish the basic

behavior of the mid-course modification. To see real world

behavior, a more complex model of both the nominal and

modified trajectories is needed.

Nominal Trajectory Definition

As previously mentioned, the typical ballistic missile

trajectory is lofted. A real world simulation should use

this type of nominal trajectory. In addition, earth rotation

must be taken into consideration. For a target at 450 latitude,

the impact error due to earth rotation is on the order of

400 miles for a normal ballistic missile trajectory (Ref 8 t27).

Earth oblateness affects the trajectory by changing the

gravitational accelerations from motion in an ideal inverse

square gravitational field to accelerations which are

dependent on latitude. For ICBM ranges, errors caused by

ignoring oblateness effects are on the order of 10 miles

(Ref 8:36). Earth oblateness not only affects vehicle

accelerations, but initial and final position errors result

when locating a point on a spherical earth instead of using

an oblate spheroid model. Position errors are latitude

dependent and may vary to as much as 21.4 km, as this is

the measured equatorial bulge of the earth (Ref 2195).

Therefore, it is imperative that earth oblateness be
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considered in a realistic model.

Finally, atmospheric entry of the reentry vehicle must

be simulated. Aerodynamic deceleration of the reentry vehicle

directly affects the trajectory and must be included. A

numerical simulation which accounts for all these real world

effects Is used in this second part of the investigation.

Assumptions

To generate a trajectory, boundary conditions at burn-

out and the target location must be established. The position

of the missile with respect to the launch site at burnout

locates the burnout point in an earth centered inertial frame.

Velocity imparted to the missile by the rocket motor is added

Itto the launch site inertial velocity to determine missile

inertial velocity at burnout. Several assumptions are made

for these iritial boundary conditions. The magnitude of a !

radius vector from the launch site to the missile at burnout

is set at 200 n. mi. The elevation, and azimuth from north

of the radius vector from the launch site to the burnout

point are assumed to be 45 ° and 200 respectively. The

magnitude of the velocity ImParted to the mi,sile is assumed 5

to be 25,000 ft/sec, a typical ballistic missile burnout

velocity.

The location of the launch site and target on an oblate

earth are necessary to establish boundary point positions.

These locations are defined in terms of lat'tude and longitude

angles. The launch site and target positions are needed for

an earth rotation model: Inertial velocity imparted to the
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missile by the launch site vailes with launchi site latitude.

The movement of the target in inertial space is also latitude

dependent.

Oblate earth effects upon vehicle motion are considered

by including four gravity harmonics (Ref 2,419). These

harmonics account only for gra'ity anomalies symmetrically

distributed about the earth's spin axis. Sectoral and tesseral

harmonics, dependent on specific longitudes, are not included

because their effects vary for different trajectories.

Trajectory perturbations caused by the sun and the moon are

small and so are not included (Ref 6:42, 8145).

Adding reentry to the model requires several assumptions.

An exponential atmospheric model is used for density calcu-

lations. Atmospheric effects are used only when the altitude

is below" approximately 210 km (Ref 6:44). Altitude compu-

tations assuJme a flat earth in the vicinity of the target

because the range covered by the xeentry vehicle after reentry

is small (Ref 6:44). The altitude is then found by finding

the difference bet'ween magnitudes of the inertial radius

vector to the vehicle and the inertial radius vector to the

target. This, Ir effect, produces an oblate atmospheric model,

For drag calculations, some measure of vehicle stream-

lining is needed. A ballistic coefficient, relatiig vehicle

mass, frontal area, and drag coefficient to the total drag

is employed, The use of this quantity in drag equPtions is

defined in Appendix A. The value of the ballistic coetficient

used is 4500 kg/m- corresponding to a streamlined or heavy
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reentry vehicle.

The fact that the atmosphere rotates in inertial space

Is also conidered in the drag calculations. The rotation

of the atmosphere has a net effect of changing the velocity

of the vehicle with respect to the air. Atmospheric drag

acts as a force crposite to the direction of velocity.

Direct entry Into the atmosphere is assumed, with no skipping

reentry considered. Additionally, no lift due to vehicle

attitude is included.

Finally, a time of powered flight, between missile

Lunch and burnout, Is needed to determine how fpr the

launch site and 'arget have moved during the powered phase.

Time of powered flight Is assumed to be 5 minutes.

The assumptions made for the nominal trajectory derivation

-ie summarized in Table I.

TABLE I
LOFTED NOMINAL TRAJECI " ASSUMPIONS

[ Parameter Assumed Value

I Burnout Position Vector*
Distance 200 n ml
Elevat ion 45 °0

Azimuth 200

Burnout Velocity Magnitude* 25,000 ft/sec

Reentry Altitude 10 km

Vehicle Ballistic Coefficient 4 500 kg/.r2

Time of Powered Flight 5 min

*With respect to the launch site.
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The use of the preceeding assumptions in defining

boundary points and the equations of motion for the

numerical simulation of the trajectory is discussed further

in Appendix A.

Method of Solution

Because the target is moving, three time varying inertial

coordinates determine final conditions. To satisfy the three

terminal conditions of the target, three initial conditions

at burnout are adjusted. The velocity magnitude is fixed,

so only the direction may be varied at burnout. The burnout

point is fixed, and only one other parameter, time of flight

to impact, remains. The three variables, azimuth of the

velocity vector, Its elevation, and time of flight, can be

varied at burnout so that the vehicle impacts upon the target

at the final tim- .

The three variables are used in Powell's algorithm and

the three functions are formed by a three-dimensional "hit"

condition at final time:

FI =O=Xf-Xt (46)

F2 =OYf -Y (47)

FO=Zf-Z (48)
-) Tt

where X, Y, and Z are the inertial coordinates

f refers to the vehicle at final time

t refers to the target at final time.
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To insure convergence to the lofted trajectory, the

Initial estimate of the velocity vector elevation Is set

at 60. Equations (46), (47), and (48) are then used in

Powell's routine where the boundary conditions derived in

Appendix A determine trajectory end points. The vehicle

behavior in inertial space is modeled by the nonlinear

equations of motion, also found in Appendix A. The equations

of motion are integrated numerically, using a Runge-Kutta

and four point predictor-corrector library routine. The

trajectory initial conditions are varied by Powell's routine

so that eqs (46), (47), and (48) are satisfied. The

solution of a nominal trajectory is incorporated in Program

5 of Appendix C.
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VIII. TIRE DIMENiSONAL ORBIT TRANONSFERS

With a numerical model of the lofted nominal trajectory

having been obtained, the mid-course modification simulating

real world behavior can be examined. This chapter discusses

trajectory optimization for the mid-course modification, the

method of solution, and results for a test case.

Trajectory Optimlzation

The fact that the trajectory is located in three

dimensional inertial space must be considered when finding

the cost function defined in Chapter II. In order to use

a velocity impulse In the function, the magnitude of the

Inertial velocity change is employed. The cost function is

JATAVWT 2  (49)
J2 2 r

where AV Is the velocity vector added at the transfer noint.

In order to hit the tar et and also iniie the

cost function, a con.stra Ined mlnimization problem is

formulated. As before, an aucnented cost function is

formed. This cost functlon is
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2 f2

1 (Z Vx2+!,\V 2 LVze) .0WT2. k(X Xt2 -Y f+(f~ t
A 2( Y- Yt) - X23 (Zf-Z t  (50)

where ' Is the vehicle locatt.on at final time

Xt is the target location at final time

X Is the thw,e dimensional Lagrange Mu'tiplier

=J X, Y9 and "" are Inertial coordinates*

By examilig the above equation, It can be seen that there

ar'e seven unknowrns, Seven associated functions are the

f.*%st order necessary conditloni for a minimums

__ ' '(51
..--- =AV+A + A -- I2

C)x f- Y. z (50
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: 6f 6;6Avvz l Zf 4Xv +Y f (53
()Avz AV 2 6V-. 36AV 7

3 1 6Z, (64) Y
T 6T2 6T

I 3 f [ 6 Zt\ (54)

6E 0 x- x (55)
FX f t

I 6--f t (56)

6I =0 =z -Z (57)

These equations may now be solved.

Method of Solution

The solution to this problem provides conditions at

a point of modification in the nominal trajectory. The

initial conditions of the modified trajectory define c--
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trajectory which hits the target and also represents a

minimum cost transfer from the point of trajectory change.

The partial derivatives of J with respect to 6Vx, Avyr

AV z and Tr are needed. These are found numerically by

calculating first differences.

Since there are seven eoations and seven unknowns,

Powell's alg rithm can be employed to satisfy the first order

necessary conditions of a mirimum. The initial values of

6V x , AVy, AV z and T. can be roughly estimated by generating

two nominal trajectories. The first is between the launch

site and pseudo target. The second is from the launch site

to the real target. A time of flight along the nominal

trajectory defines the point of transfer. The Initial

estimates for AV x , AVy, and AV, are found by calculating the

difference of the velocity components of the two trajectories

at the time of transfer, The estimate of Tr is the difference

between the total time on the second trajectory and the

time at modification. The Lagrange multipliers are initially

set to zero. The method of finding initial estimates is

presented in Table II. These rough initial estimates are

within the area of convergence for the algorithm used.

The same equations of motion used for the nominal

trajectory generation are employed for the modified orbit

calculation, The equations of motion are Integ-ated

numerically to solve eqs (51) through (57). This method

was programmed and is incorporated in Program 5 of

Appendix C.
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TABLE II

INITIAL ESTIMATES - NONPLANAR TRAJECTORY MODIFICATION

Variable Initial Estimate at Time of Modification

A:kV- Vxm Vxn modified orbit Vx - nominal orbit Vx

AVz  - V~ modified orbit - nominal orbitA Vzm Vzn Vz  V

AVZ Vzm - Vz modified orbit Vz - nominal orbit VzF Vz

Tr Tffm-Tmod modified orbit free flight time
- time at transfer

2 0

A 3 0
___?

Results

To test this method, a typical ICBM range to real and

pseudo targets is selected. The launch site is located at

0 0
37.5 N. latitude and 125 W. longitude. The coordinates of

the pseudo and real targets are 540 N. latitude, 3.3 W.

longitude and 55.5° N. latitude, 5.4° E. longitude, respectively.

I The distance between pseudo and real targets Is approximately

350 n ml. Modification takes place approximately 32 minutes

into the nominal trajectory 62 minutes of flight.

The initial state estimates are scaled to lie between

-1 and I for better performance of the algorithm (Ref 7t120).

In addition, the matrix of 3P/87, the Jacobian, is examined

to check that the scaling of both F ard X do not produce an

lll-conditioned matrix. For this reason, the hit conditions,

eqs (55), (56), and (57) are also scaled.
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After scaling both F and X, the algorithm readily

converged to a point where the sum of the squares of F

Is about three. At this point, the algorithm continues to

converge, but very slowly. In examining the initial conditions

being adjusted, the velocity at modification is changing by

about .0001 ft/sec. Time of flight Is changing by .001

seconds. Further reduction in the sum of the squares error

produces no practical results when noting the initial condition

magnitude changes. The fact that the three dimensional hit

equation is scaled not only produces better convergence, but

also insures that the real target is reached with reasonable

accuracy when the algorithm is stopped. For the trajectory

under consideration, the miss distances as determined by

eqs (55), (56), and (57) in each inertial direction when the

algorithm stopped are -497.3 ft, -510 ft, and 415.4 ft in

the X, Y, and Z inertial directions respectively. This is

translated into a spherical miss at the target of .136 n mi.

The magnitude of the transfer AV is 1255 ft/sec and the

reaction time is 2055.8 seconds, The corresponding cost for

this mid-course modIfication is .488 . These results are

summarized In 'Table IiI.

An important consideration in selecting a trajectory is

its sensitivity to Initial errors. Velocity errors in each

inertial dir:ction were added, one at a time, and the

equations of motion were integrated foreward to final time

In order to determine :inal miss distance due to initial

velocity errors. Table IV presents the results of these
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calculations. Table IV shows that for this test case,

realistic velocity errors at the point of orbit modification

produce only small final miss distances.

TABLE III

NONPLANAR TRAJECTORY MODIFICATION RESULTS

Parameter Value

Launch Site Location 375 ° N.at. 1250 W.long.

Pseudo Target Location 540 N.lat. 3.30 W.long.

Real Target Location 555 lt.0 Elong

Velocity Vector at Burnout*

: Azimuth 190

Elevation 
490

Time of Flight at Transfer 32 min

AVI 1255 ft/sec

AV X  446.3 ft/sec

AVy 1121.8 ft/sec

AIVz 342.8 ft/sec

Tr 2055.8 sec

J .488

* Burnout condition assumptions are found in Table I. These
values are the result of the iteration.
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TABLE IV

VELOCITY SENSITIVITY - NONPLANAR TRAJECTORY MODIFICATION

Perturbation Value Miss Distance from Calculated
(ft/sec) Impact Point (n.mi.)

+.3 .o4

-,3 .05

+.3 .02

II

-.3 o .4

6o

II
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IX. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATICNS

Conclusions

This study has analyzed the single impulse mid-course

ballistic trajectory modification. Methods for examining

both coplanar and three-dimensional transfers were presented.

Application of the methods shown to real systems is dependent

upon knowing trajectory parameters which have been assumed

for illustration of the methods.

Coplanar transfers for elliptic orbits with no atmospheric

reentry or earth rotation were first examined to define the

general behavior of the transfer problem. The nominal orbit

parameter of interest is free flight range angle. Because a

maximum range nominal trajectory is used, this range angle,

along with the altitude of the burnout point, defines all

nominal orbit parameters. The optimum transfers for the

three cases investigated are plotted against nominal range

angle in fig, 16.

= As fig. 16 indicates, the pre-apogee transfer to a near

circular orbit produces the lowest cost for this formulation.

It was assumed that a booster is capable of reaching any

range angle up to 1800. If this Is not the case, the best

type of transfer to use can be found from fig. 16 by noting

the maximum attainable nominal range angle.

Optmum solutions for the coplanar orbit transfers were

found by solving first order necessary conditions of a minimum

in the cost function. This procedure dces not assure that a
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minimum Is actually calculated. This fact was considered

and for this reason, the minimum cost solutions of Program

3 were used as a starting point to find the minimum. By

starting the algorithm in the area where a series oi solutions

show the minimum to exist, convergence to the minimum point

is insured.

The mid-course transfer was then extended from the

coplanar transfer to the case where the nominal and modified

orbits are nonplanar. A model which uses a rotating, oblateIearth, atmospheric reentry, and a rotating, oblate, exponential
atmosphere is employed.

A method of finding the conditions necessary for an

optimum trajectory m-odification was then developed. The

region of a minimum cost solution was found by terminating

the algorithm before the first order necessary conditions

were satisfied exactly. For the example considered, the

routine was teri-nated when velocity change at the point of

trajectory modification changed only slightly, beyond

reasonable accuracy of control in a realistIc system. Final

miss distance at the target still remained within an

acceptable distance when the algorithm stopped. Practical

considerations of computer calculating time also entered into

the decision of taninating the routine. Generation of the

one trajectory modification found for this case took

approximately 1800 seconds of computer time from the rough

initial estimates. Convergence at the termination point

was slow.
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The sensitivity of the modified trajectory to initial

velocity errors was examined by perturbing the transfer

velocity impulse. It was found that for the modified

trajectory calculated, realistic velocity errors produce

no significant final miss at the target.

V It should be noted that several assumptions of launch

site and target locations, burnout states, and vehicle

parameters have been made. These are for illustration

purposes and application of the method to a specific problem

will change their values.

In addition, the cost function weighting factor was

chosen to produce required AV in a realistic ronge of values.

The formulation of the problem with a factor which can be

changed to accommodate trade-offs between LV and reaction

time allows a trajectory designer to apply this algorithm

to different LV ranges.

IRecommendations
For the elliptical orb't coplanar transfer, only

transfer to a modified orbit apogee was considered. This

could be extended to analyze transfer from a nominal orbit

to a coaxial elliptic orbit, and then transfer to a

generalized orientation elliptical crbit. Because direction

of orbit change from nominal to modified trajectory is quite

different when the target and nominal ranges vary greatly,

It seems that these other twc types of transfers could do

better In terms of cost for some nominal trajectories.
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The effects of changing the cost function weighting I
factor should be considered. For values near the example

weighting factor used, the cost function curves appear to

shift as new optimums are defined. However, for diffe-ent

values of W, the cost function appears to change appreciably.

This behavior was not examined in detail, and further study

is required.

Finally, the performance of an actual system could be

estimated using the second part of the investigation.

Actual system parameters, which have been estimated for

this study would be needed. A set cf optimel nonplanar

modified trajectories can be generated and the one that

performs best, I.e., In error sensitivity and cost, can beI
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Appendix A

11N'JNERICAL TRAJECTORY CALCSULATTON

In order to generate & trajectory through use of

numerical integration, the boundary conditions of the

trajectory vust first be defined. Boundary conditions

necessary to find a trajectory are the inertial coordinates

of the launch site. burnout point, and a lse are

functions cf time. Inertial burnout velocity is also

required. Souations of motion are then derived and a

trajectory Is fitted between the boundary points.

Reference Fram es

Calculations are done in the ear ..Lered, non-rotatIng

inertial fram This reference frame is shon in fig. 17.

The frame is defined such that the La i
}-. te axis Is "-he ert-h's

sil axis, the 1 axis is coplanar with the K axis and the

L'~c s-te at -!tme of lanl ODee
h oflaunchst " L anda t*- axis =

hae xs o, iaxss set.

Local topocentr-c frmes a- the launch site and target,

shown in fig. 17, areaIa de fine.d These sets include an

S in the direction of local south, E nhe easterly direction,

and a local vertical, Z.

-. vector is located in t toPocen-rlc frame throu- use

of a in aamUt4- -z ro.m t'f , c, z-e north, f3, and an elevat.on

an- le, . The topocent-ic frame Is re -ated to te, Inertal
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frame through a geodetic latitude angle, L, and an equatorial
rotation angle, 8, similar to a local sideral time. The V
reference frames and their relations are shown in fig. 17.

Launch Site and Target Locations

The launch site and target locations in the inertial

reference frame are found through use of a geodetic latitude,

an equatorial rotation angle, and an oblate earth model,

where both tar-3t and launch site are assumed to be at sea

level.

Launch Site Inertial Position

The oblate earth model of Bate (Ref 2:8) provides Y

and locations of the launch site at time of launch:

XLS= aeCos LL(1-e 2 Sin 2 LL)I/2 (58)

ZLS= e Sin LL(1- e 2 )

(1-e 2 Sin 2  )i/25e L

where XLS Is the initial 1 coordinate

ZIS Is the Initial coordinate
ee is the eccentricity of the oblate earth (,08181)

LL is the launch site geodetic latitude

ae is the equatorial radius of the earth.
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If the I and j coordinates at any time after launch are

desired, the rotation angle, G, is bmployed. For the launch

point

0 L Ae T (60)

where we is the earth's rotation rate

T is the tiwe of missile flight.

The k component of the launch site does not change.

Therefore the inertial location of the launch point at

any time is

[XL rXLS CosOL] LS-J
Y L XLS Sin = R (61)

Z L |ZLS

L

AS-I
where R, is the launch site location with respect to

inertial frame, written In tbe inertial frame.

Target Inertial Position

Similarly, the target location in the inertial reference

frame can be found. Define XTS and ZTS such that

a e Cos L
X(TeS T )!/2 (62)

e2 in2L
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ZTS aeSin LT(1 -e2 )

ZT e 2 (63)

(1 -e 2 Sin 2 LT)1/2

where LT is the target geodetic latitude.

The equatorial rotation angle, 0Tt is found once knowing

the time and the initial longitude difference between target

and launch site- N.I1

OT  eT N (64)

The angle N is measured eastward from the launch point.

The, Inertial position of the target at any time is

therefore

X I X TS Cos (T

y XTS Sin TJ T - 1T T RI  (65)

I ~ZTS

L Z4j L T

TI
where KI Is the target location wih respect to the inertial

frame, written in the inertial frame.

Burnout Point Inertial Location

To find the burnout point in inertial space, it is first

nenessary to define s vector from the launch point to the

burnout point at time of burnout. This vector, written in the
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launch site topocentric frame can be defined If a distance,

azimuth and elevation (corresponding to a radar measurement)

are iniown. The vector is then written in the launch site

topocentric frame at burnout:

bo_ -Cos'R Cos p:R Rbo

T Sin R Rbo(66)I L Sin <P Rt)o

where 8R is the azimuth angle from true north of the burnout

vector

iR is the elevation angle of the vector

Rbo is the magnitude of the vector.

The topocentric frame at the le-unch site is related to

the defined inertial reference frame by two Euler angle j
rotations through a latitude angle, LL , and a rotation angle,

0L . The resulting transformation matrix from the topocentric

to the Inertial frame, [I] i

.-inLLCOSOL -SinOL COSLLCOS&LI

[~L1= SinhLSin 0 L  CosOh COsL.Sin6L (67)

LL j

-OosL10 SinL



where OL is ueflned by eq (60). It is noted that a time

from launch to burnout is needed to determine OL .

Using this transformation, along with the vectors which

describe the burnout point with respect to Inertia, eqs (66)

and (61), the burnout point is located in the inertial

reference frames

bo I bOL LS-I
I RLT T R, (68)

boI

where RI is the vector from the earth's center to the

burnout point, written In the inertial frame. This vector

gives the Initial position of the trajectory.

Ynitial Inertial Velocity

The initial inertial velocity is also required to

complete the set of initial conditions of the trajectory.

This velocity is found in a method similar to that for the

position at burnout.

If a velocity azimuth angle, 8v, elevation angle, Ov,

and a magnitude are known, the velocity iector in the

topocentric frame can be written as

F-Cos /v Cos < v V bo

bo _LS Sin iQvCos(Pv Vto (69)
: T

L-Sin bv Vbo
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It Is noted that the angles .. and are not related

to the angles fR and OR which describe the burnout point with

respect to the launch site. However, these angles should be

somewhat similar as seen by a physical examples A missile

would not reach a burnout point west of a launch site with

an easterly velocity.

At this point, it Is necessary to note that an initial

inertial velocity is imparted to the missile by the launch

site. This inertial velocity is due to the earth's rotation

and varies with the latitude of the launch site. The velocity

is directed along the east3rly axis of the local topocentric

frames

LS - (70)
V COS LT E

where V. is the equatorial tangential velocity (1524 ft/see)

is a unit vector In the easterly direction.

By combining eqs (69) and (70) and employing eq (67),

the initial velocity can be written in the inertial frames

bO-i J(bO-LS LSI) (71)

The _Eouations of Motion

The differential equations of motion In the inertial

reference frame are required to complete the general trajectory
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definition. Two contributions to the acceleration experienced

by the vehicle are examined. They are the gravitational

accelerations and drag.

Gravitational Accelerations

A gravity model which employs four gravitational

harmonics is used, (Raf 2t421):

x g R

Ii

I?

R3 2 0 RZ 3, 23 R

5R2 R (72

gx (73)

75 3
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2 z f3a. 3F 2

'' F 112- --

3k [(a 35 Rfi

I

54 8W o iR R ()]

-J )f 5 315  -4
-58\(R /LR R4()

*693 () 15 R (74)

where K, Y, and Z are the Inertial accelerations

Xt Y, and Z are the Inertial distance coordinates

R Is the Inertial radius magnitude, (X2 + y2 + Z2

J29 J3t J4. and J5 are the gravitational harmonic coefficients.

The values used for these coefficients are

St 1.08264 x 10 - 3

J3 -2.5 x 106
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J = -1.6 x 10 - 6

J 5 W .15 x 10-

This gravitatioal model accounts only for gravity

anomalies symmetrically distributed about the Inertial

axis. Tesseral and sectorial harmonics, along with the

pertitrbative effects of other heavenly bodies such as the

sun and moon are ignored since only small errors result

(Ref 6,42, 8,45).

The acceleration caused by drag is also considered in

the equations of motion. It is assumed that burnout occurs I
above the earth's atmosphere, so only during reentry is drag

considered. The atmospheric entry angle was not calculated,

and it is assumed that the vehlc' .e enters the atmosphere

directly, without skipping.

The acceleratiou caused by drag (Ref 5t39), may then

be written as

V_1
V PCDA 2 \: -V V 75)

2m V 7-

vI

where is the drag acceleration in- the inertial frame

Pit the local atmospheric density

(;D m h c.e :a'im coefficient

A Is the projectexd frontal area

m is the fenicle mass
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V Is the mgIitude of the velocity vector

V I
V, is the inertial velocity vector.

This acceleration acts directly along the flight path

and opposite to the velocity vector,

The coefficient C A/m is dependent upon the vehicle,

and Its inverse is callsd the ballistic coefficient, BCt

IM m (76)BC :CA

The ballistic coefficient ls a measure of vehicle stream-

lining. High values of the ballistic coefficient Indicate

a streamlined vehicle.

An atmopheric model is needed to find the local

atmospheric density required in eq (75). An exponentia'I

density model (Ref 5,38) Is used, and atmospheric effects

are considered negligible above an altitude of 110 rm. for

coaputational efficiency,

The fact that the earth's atmosphere rotates In inertial

spaoe can also be considered In the drag model (Ref 2,424).

This phenomena affects the drag by changing the velocity

relative to the atmosphere. If the rotating atmosphere Ia

Included, the Inertial direction drag expressions are

Xd 2BC ex p(h/23999.3)(V, XceY)V (77)
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PO
d2 C ex p( h/239 9 9 .3)(Vy We X)V (78)'eBC V

IP
E0 Z: exp(-h/239 99.3)V V (79)Zd- 2 BC z

where Xd, Yd' and Zd are the inertial drag accelerations I
Po Is sea level density (slug/ft3)
h Is the local altitude (feet)

•7x .T an,  d V. are- the inertial ,,.locit..-o onnts

V Is the velocity vector magnitude.

The local altitude, h, is found by assumin. a flat

earth in the vicinity of the target. Because the range

covered during reentry is relatively short, this is a

valid assumption (Ref 6s44). Altitude is then

I lIV..2i IT--r'

hi R1 '-j RI1 (80)

VI
where HI is the magnItude of the radius vector to the

vehicle with respect to the inertial frame

TI
RI is the magnitude of the target radius vector in

the inertial frame. This mgnitude is found from

the oblate earth model described by eq (65).
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By combining eqs (72), (73), (74), (?) 7,(3t(4v (7970 and

(79), the differential equations of motion result,

'( g (82)
-9 Yd 8

z (83)

These differential equations of motion can then be
Integrated nu-erlcally to find Inertial positions and

velocities.
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Appendix B

IN
THE NONLINEAR EQUATIO5 SOLVE

The results of this study are dependent upon solving

a set of highly nonlinear boundary value problems. The

problems -my be stated as n funct-o.s of n unknowns. In

order to solve this set of defined problems, an algcrithm

for solving systems of nonlinear algebraic equat.tns devel-

oped by M. J. D. Powell (Ref 7:115) is employed, This

algorIthm, named subroutine NSOIA In the computer programs,

solves the system of equations FtX), where F and X are of the

same dimension. The Powell algorithm uses a modified Newton

iteration where the steepest descenZ of F(X) is also considered.

Excellent results were obtained In using this routine.

Care nust be taken, however, to Insure that correct scaling

of both F and X is accomplished. WIth correct scaling, the

algort- usually converges for even poor I.nitial estimtes.

Both toun-dary value and minimization roblems were solved

through use of the routine.

rfF
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Appendix C

COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTINGS

This section presen-its the computer programs used in

this study. The programs are written in Fortran Extended

for use on the CDC 6600 series computer.
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